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	The book addresses the problem known in the literature as Open and Distance
	Learning (ODL). ODL describes new concepts of the process of learning-teaching
	organization. ODL is becoming very popular at universities that offer education
	via online and/or distance learning, both in synchronous or asynchronous modes.
	More precisely, the book addresses Intelligent Open Learning Systems (IOLS),
	i.e., the systems where traditional methods of online teaching are enhanced
	through the use of artificial intelligence methods. Taking this approach helps to
	achieve the desired teaching goals and greatly improves the quality of student
	learning. In the book, the IOLS concept is used in the sense of an information
	system for learning process management. Introduction of the idea of social and
	information system organization, such as ODL, requires deep analysis of its nature
	and structure. The complexity and scale of ODL is reflected in the IOLS
	management capabilities.


	IOLS combines characteristics of the traditional understanding of the term
	Distance Learning and the new understanding of the term Open Learning. The
	open learning is focused on each individual student. Each and every student
	actively cooperates with the teacher in order to learn and “discover” new
	knowledge during their interactions. IOLS is designed to support this kind of
	collaborative work. It supports the social idea of global understanding and
	transparency of qualifications, and open access to educational resources. In the
	framework of new type of education process, such as the European Higher
	Education, every student in spite of his or her place of residence can participate at
	different national and/or university educational processes through the use of the
	Internet and similar technologies. Moreover, each student can achieve her or his
	educational goals based on personalized learning characteristics.


	IOLS is a complex management system. Its many components have their own
	goals that determine their behavior. Moreover, these components are mutually
	related but can have conflicting goals. IOLS’s complexity arises from the fact that
	it strives to satisfy and make use of many different stakeholders and resources: the
	students, subject matter experts, organizations, IT systems, telecommunication
	infrastructure, and information and knowledge resources. The success of IOLS
	implementation depends on the system’s ability to efficiently manage its aggregate
	components. In order to automate parts of the IOLS the information system for its
	management should be based on an integrated model. Having such a model is a
	necessary condition for interpretation of the IOLS as one coherent system.
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Saving Darwin: How to Be a Christian and Believe in EvolutionHarper Perennial, 2008

	Drawing on his fundamentalist upbringing and experience teaching physics at an evangelical college, Giberson has a native understanding of how conservative Christians feel and think about evolution. As a Christian evolutionist, he finds himself occupying a frequently misunderstood middle ground in the midst of a culture war, fought with...
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Network Analysis: Methodological Foundations (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2005
‘Network’ is a heavily overloaded term, so that ‘network analysis’ means different things to different people. Specific forms of network analysis are used in the study of diverse structures such as the Internet, interlocking directorates, transportation systems, epidemic spreading, metabolic pathways, the Web graph,...
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Supervised and Unsupervised Ensemble Methods and their Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
The rapidly growing amount of data, available from different technologies in the field of bio-sciences, high-energy physics, economy, climate analysis, and in several other scientific disciplines, requires a new generation of machine learning and statistical methods to deal with their complexity and heterogeneity. As data collections becomes...
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Oracle Data Integrator 11g CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book is all you need to take your understanding of Oracle Data Integrator to the next level. From initial deployment right through to esoteric techniques, the task-based approach will enhance your expertise effortlessly.


	Overview

	
		Clear, step-by-step recipes to walk you through some of the most...
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Emerging Epidemics: Management and ControlJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A global perspective on the management and prevention of emerging and re-emerging diseases


	Emerging infectious diseases are newly identified or otherwise previously unknown infections that cause public health challenges. Re-emerging infectious diseases are due to both the reappearance of and an increase in the number of...
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Leadership and Management: A 3-dimensional ApproachTrans-Atlantic Publications, 2007

	The purpose of this book is to provide an overview of leadership and

	management to those of you who are new to the health care field or

	to those lifelong learners who wish to refresh their understanding

	and skills.





	Leadership and management is a large and complex field of

	enquiry with many conflicting views. We...
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